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The automorphism group i’(P) of a partially ordered set P con Gists of all permutations 
on P that preserve order (and have order preserving inverses). 111 this paper we raise, amd 
partially answer, the question: How is the automorphism group of the lexicographic prod- 
uct (Px Qy of two orders (P and Q) related to the automorphism groups of the factors, P 
and Q? 
We show that the wreath product r(Q) wr p(P) is always contained in I’YP X Ql. We 
find necessary and sufficient conditions for r(P x &) to equal I’((?‘I wr r(P ), and when 
,Pand Q are finite, q#e find a complete characterization of r(PX Q) in terms of r’(P). I’@) 
and properties of P and Q. 
A number of recerot paper hcve been concerned wit 12 the automorphism 
groups of partial ordors. Levine and Lube11 [ 51, Kleitnnan et al. [4j, Freese 
[3], and Lubell [Q] have web properties of these groups to obtain various 
generalizatioals of Sperner’s theorem for finite partially ordered sets. 
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criaation of :r(P x Q) in terms of k(B), r(Q) ;rnd propertit-s of P 
aiirticuhr for finite P and Q, if Q is connected as a graph or if P has 
~~~~~~~tri?~ia~ equivalence classes Q these terms art: defined below), then 
ath product r(Q) WF r(P) is the symmetry group ofP X Qb The 
bure of rahc symmetry grc~up F’(,P X QJ and the index of the wre::th prod- 
LA in it are obt;aitwd belaw for the general finite case: certain in5 inite 
:.WS :-ire &lso obtained. Some of these results have been report& in [ 1 ]* 
~~~~~~~ar questions have been posed and partially answered by !4ahidussi 
r kxicographic products of graphs (defined in an analogous way). 
~~~r~~~~~~ar~ tte obtains condition<; skzilar to ours for the automorphism 
reign? cd a kxicog aphic product 4L x G2 to be the wreath product of 
and WI+, provided that c:l&in finiteness conditions are satisfied. 
: be interesting to SW if b jth our results and those of Sabidussi 
obtained as special Cases of a more general theorem about di- 
r”ti;t!!~ ordered systems and let P X Q be ordered 
that (~1, (Ij < (/I’, q’ j (with lower case #j’s being in 
R q’s in (2) if6 < p’ or if 9 = p’ and q < y’. (This operation is sometimes 
L Itkd the “ordinal prod&’ of P and Q, see [ 21.) 
roduct (8 wrAi of permutation groups ~3 defined on Q 
s 6, n P consists of elerncnts that can each be characterized 
bv a11 ryofenscnt CJ of A and a mapping f from P into f?. Under such an 
kment, the pair (p, y) transforms into (p’. q’), where p’ is the image of 
P_F ton&r cl [denoted by pa ) while 4” is the image of y under f( $) (Le., 
0). Synnbolically we have (p. q) --)r (pa, qf(pu)). * 
e !krst note that the symmetry group r(P X Q) of P X Q ordered 
~~~~~o~~ra~~~ica~~y contains thewreath product I”(Q) wr P(P). 
, and let (a. f) characterise n element of the 
pu < r~; if p = r? then (pa, qf (pa)) 
s, since t!le mappings Q and f(pa) are both order 
y and r are incomparable or if p = p’ and q and s 
their images under (n, f ) will also be incomparable. 
reath product is order-preserving in P X Q. 
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We now ask, when will r(P X Q) consist entirely of Y‘(Q) wr I’(P)? 
All &men ts of the wreath product have a common feature: if 
(p, y) + ([I’, cl’) arrd (p), @j -+ (p”, L;r ‘) under an element [[a, f’) in 
I’(Q) wr P(P), then p’ = p’” ; namely p’ and [)r’ both are [JU. It is o!~vious, 
therefore, that it is nectary, for I’(f X Q) = I’(Q) wr I’(P), that ’ 
elements of I’(P X Q) share this property. The property can be called 
%-imprimi tivity “. We say that r(PX Q) is a-imprimitivc if for every ti in 
I’(P X Q) and every ?J in P, the set @j X Q is carried by u! into {p’} X Q 
for some pl. In fact, we show that this property is both necessary and 
sufficient far r(P X Q) to be F(Q) wr r(P). 
Proof. Necessity of this imprimitivity condition follows from the def% 
tion of the wreath product. If I’(P X (2, is a-imprimitive., each 01 in r(P X 1.2) 
defines an automorphirsm (I. + p’) in P which we will write as a(& ) and 
which must be a member of r(P). For each /I and QI, clr defines an auto- 
morphism f 0n Q ;, if ( [I, 4 ) -+ (p’, $) under ar, then j’takes y into (I’. If WC 
bientify this mapping with f’($), we may identify a with (IP, f’), a mern- 
her of the wreatfl product. 
We now ask: Given finite partial orders P ard Q, under what circum- 
stance will the condition of Theorem % be satisfied‘? 
We say that a partial order is ~~rznec’teci if, for any two elemeirts x 
and ,t!, one can find a .sequence of elements starting with s and ending 
with .V such that each element is ordered with respect to its immediete 
successor. WC say t!tat two elements s and ~3 of an order are cqtriwkrrt 
if tky arc grt:atcr than exactly the same elements and less than exactiy 
the slame kments. In other words, if interchanging s and _v, while fixing 
al1 other elements, is an order automorphism, then .Y and ~3 are eyuiva- 
lent. 
WC will not prove that if Q is connected, c3r if no two elements of P 
are !zquivaIent, hen r(P X Q) is r(Q) wr T’(P). 
t” prove this in three steps. First we show the following lemmas. 
I is the maximal h t in Q, then the height of dp, 4 ) satis- 
) --- l)M. Since chains are taken into 
ism, height is invariant in P ‘K (2, and 
s from etemen t ary arithmetic=. 
P* as not equivalent o p”. This would mean that, say, 
Jr some s E P But then for every y* we woufld have 
ith the inverse of Q on the latter two relations, we obtain 
i) B inv(s. (I*) = (s’, 49. dp, @I#+ inv(s, 43 = (s’, (I*‘) , 
nts the inverse image of (s, 4*) under Q. These re- 
since the former requires that p > s‘ and the 
s. ‘The possibility that p = SI is ruled ou c by the 
ht of p must equal the height of p’ which must exceed 
ence (p’, 4’) > (p”, ij’ j which 
have the same h~~~~~t and ;fre 
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a-irnjximitkity als:, holds. On the other hand if is disconncc ted, and 
P has an quivalent pair [I’, [I”, we m;!iy define al u ton~cq9hism of
x Q bY 
This automorphism is not contained in the wreath product and 
violates a-imprimitivity. Thus connectivity of Q or non-cyuivalencc in 
Pare necessary and sufficient for th; wreath product to be F(P >1: Q> In 
the finite case. 
We now turn to the question: What is IY.P X Q) when Q is discon- 
nected and P has non-trivial equivalence’? 
OQ ny S(ij’) defined above 
easily be verified. 
x 
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Lt;~mma 3, if Qk is a connected component of Q, the image of 
T any element \of U,F x Q) has the same first comp{zJnent. 
~mponent of this image must be a connected component 
Co to &. For a given equivalence class of Pa elements in 
isomorphism class of qP connected components in Q, each 
has exactly pa qa possible images. By choosing reprl:senta- 
hisms among the sets Qb, we can construct l”i, &j, r@! * 
ct ~~I~tQrnorp~~isrns of F i  this manner. A lpermutatiori is in the 
r~~~iu~t if and only if the first component ~1 has the same im- 
Q. In the above list, there are exactly TI(P,)!(~~!)~~’ 
tions, and it is not hard to see that the same r~mber occurs 
of the wreath probduct. The result follows immediately. 
consider an example. Let P consist of three unordered ele- 
Q consists of four elements qa, yh, qC, yd with qa > qj, and 
ring. Then y has three conneetrd components [y,, @, (y, ), 
I two arc isomorphic ((y,j and {y&. Thus the parameters 
5 can be taken to be ql = 2, y2 =: 1. 
elements of B are equivalent, so that pl = 3. Thus our for- 
ay cibserve that T’(P) consists of the full symmetric group on P, 
ists of the identity and interchange of yC and q,d. The elements 
uct r(Q) wr T’(P) correspond to permutations on P 
.P into r(Q). It thus contains 3!/Z3 elements. P 46: Q
of the form P X Its au tomoryhism group 
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In the infinite case, Lemma 1 fails; that is, height is no longer ntxt’s- 
sarily defina,ble. This can disrupt the arguments of Lemma 2. However, 
urrder certai:l conditions it is possibk to show that the conclusion of 
Theorem 3 is still valid. For exampk, this is true if hot111 P mri Q art’ 
that is, for each X, the tower interval ( JY J < x) is finite ). 
Hn fact, we will prove a slightly stronger statement: 
oaf. It suffict5 to show that e\ rry automorphism o t’ P X Q carries A:- 
722tz.lts (p, .f/) into eiemrnts (/,I’* y’), where /I anrl 13’ have> the same height. 
Once this has been prcrved, the arsumcnts of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 art‘ 
vaM, and the proof proceeds as in Th~torem 3. We ~11 prove th;lt 
II = h($) by induction on /II/I). If ~I(CII = 1 and p’ > [I”, then ([I’, (j) 
is itbove every element of the form ( p“, y” ). Htm.x ( p’, q’) lies above a 
set {jr”) X Q which is isomorphic tcl Q, but its prr-image (/I, y ) is above 
only elements of the form (II, (/.A with cj < y. This !llsws that the Iow~r 
interval generated by Q contains a copy of Q, con!;rary to assumption. 
Next, suppose that Ir( p) = k, and that our assertkIn is valid for all elte- 
m42nts of P having smaller height. Since the inverse map is an automor- 
&km, it foJEows that Mp’) > k. if II($) > k, let [I” < p’ bc Yuch that 
12( $‘) = k. For each ry* E QS the pre-image of (/I”, t/* ) must lie in (/-‘i >( Q, 
for each such &:ment must be < f p, y f, and strict inequality in the first 
component wol:ld again violate the inductive hypothesis. Hence the pre- 
image of ($1 X Q is contained in {/I) X Q, and is beto~ 111, (1). This again 
violates our assumption about Q, so wt’ must have !~(JJ) = II(/“) amI the 
proof is comik tr,l. 
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